URBAN COLLECTIVE IS
P R O U D TO O F F E R A N OT H E R
C R E AT I V E A N D U N I Q U E
URBAN LIVING OPPORTUNITY

Auckland has transformed into one of the world’s most liveable cities, and as a
result the urban spaces where we work, reside and explore have also evolved.
59 France Street has been in the Urban Collective sights for over a decade. As the
surrounding area grew and cultivated its own personality, it became the perfect
location to grasp when the opportunity arose. The area is distinctive and exceptional
and UC have endeavoured to encapsulate this in the design, setting the benchmark
for the new age of apartment development in Auckland.
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The vision for this project has been concentrated on the modern individual.
We have made an effort to create uniquely liveable spaces, crafted with enduring
materials and stylish finishings.

L O C AT I O N
The inner city fringe is one of the most established and coveted areas in Auckland.
These eclectic precincts have enjoyed a spectacular revival, developing into the
creative spaces they now are, with increasing popularity as desirable areas to
live, dream, think and discover in Auckland.
As in many great cities, revival is as much about people as it is about buildings
and the environs.
The once blue- collar and commercial suburbs are now pulsing with a new
energy. The influx of people who have chosen to make their homes in these
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neighbourhoods reflect the diverse and dynamic offerings of the area.

C R E AT I N G
ITS OWN
QUINTESSENCE
OF CHARACTER
AND PLACE

59 France is within walking distance of the Auckland University and AUT,
Auckland Hospital, the Domain and Museum, and the buzz of the CBD.
The immediate proximity to Queen Street, K Road, Ponsonby, Mt Eden,
Newmarket and the city transport hubs means stress-free and easy
movement around the city. There is something in these precincts for
everyone, from the creative young professionals to the empty nesters with
newly discovered freedom.
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Parks and reserves are situated in the vicinity, offering exceptional spaces
to exercise, enjoy time with children and family, or simply walk the dog.
Walking, riding or driving… 59 France will place the entire city within
your grasp. The residents will enjoy living and thriving in an exciting and
changing part of Auckland, where there is always something new and
vibrant on offer.
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THE
BUILDING
The history of the area is set within the blue-collar

atop, to meet the city skyline eye to eye, with cascading

warehouses and workshops once populating the

views of the inner west and Waitakere Ranges.

surrounding streets. In homage to this heritage, the
lower floors are designed with an open warehouse

The modernist structure is designed with a unique

aesthetic, utilising textural distressed brick, with

concrete and panelled façade, with black shuttered

black steel framing to define each of the openings.

vertical detailing. These two aspects create a unifying

The contrasting modern elements of the building sit

contrast, bringing the building into the future of the
neighbourhood, while referencing it’s history.

THE PEAK OF
CONCEPTUALISED
DESIGN

The elevated site of 59 France allows natural light to each side of the
building and extensive views from its perch above the city. The external
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living areas have been carefully considered to capitalise on these aspects.
All bedrooms and living spaces have been thoughtfully placed towards
the outer walls of the apartments, maximising the ample light and
views. A large north facing landscaped courtyard, designed by the award
winning LandLAB, is provided for residents to enjoy the surrounds, or
spend time with children and family. These large common grounds
compliment the impressive architectural build with wide-open
gardens, bringing nature back into the complex.
59 France is the peak of conceptualised design and embodies living
spaces that fit the lifestyle of the modern Aucklander.

A DISTINCT &
D R A M AT I C B U I L D I N G
59 France is a striking building with a timeless blend of
late 1940’s warehouse and contemporary architecture,
constructed in durable and honest materials. The external
strategy is transfused internally to be cool and enduring,
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creating edgy living solutions for modern individuals.

A COMPLETELY NEW
STRUCTURE, COMPRISED OF
T H E F O L L O W I N G K E Y F E AT U R E S :
Timeless contemporary architecture
 Extensive views to the city skyline and across the
inner west to the Waitakere ranges
 Attention to design puts all bedrooms and
living spaces to the outer walls, maximising light
and views
 Reinforced concrete and steel construction
exceeding the latest building and
earthquake standards
 Double glazing and laminates are utilised
to exceed acoustic and thermal standards
 Two centrally placed lift cores provide
efficient access.
Building security system
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Efficient LED lighting throughout

UFB fibre to all apartments
 Central Sky TV and Freeview dish
(individual subscription and decoder required)
Bicycle storage in parking areas
 Secure covered car parks, scooter parks and
storage lockers available.
Freehold unit titles

Urban Collective have met the demands and expectations of a
discerning owner, with fastidious attention to detail. We hand select the
best fixtures and fittings to ensure the delivery of a refined living experience.

KEY
F E AT U R E S

Freehold unit titles
1, 2 and 3 bedroom options
46m2 to 125m2 floor plans, plus decks
Study and work area options
 Incredible spatial efficiency with elimination
of hallways and wasted space
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Generous stud heights of 2.8m
 Exposed concrete ceilings (penthouses have
contemporary gib ceilings)
 Exposed services for warehouse and
industrial aesthetic
 Two colour palettes to choose from
- light or dark
 High specification, hand picked fixtures
and fittings

Modern, quality kitchens and bathrooms
European appliances
Individualy metered water and power
 Hot water cylinder and laundry space in
all apartments
 Extensive use of timber flooring, with heated
tile floors in bathrooms
 Wide views to the city skyline, Harbour
Bridge and across the inner west to the
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Waitakere Ranges

Each apartment exudes the quality, design and timeless architectural craftsmanship
that continues our vision of a superior lifestyle choice.
Careful attention to detail delivers choices of size, aspect and configuration to meet
the lifestyle and living demands of our buyers.

N

SCALE 1:100

APARTMENT TYPE 10B
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BED (S)

2

INTERNAL FLOOR AREA (M2)

75

EXTERNAL FLOOR AREA (M2)

20

TOTAL (M2)

95

LEVEL

5

ASPECT

N

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
The development is located at 59 France Street, on the

The apartments each have their own freehold unit

corner of France Street South, and Karaka Street,

title. The land is not leasehold, so there are no ground

Newton, Auckland. The development will be known as

rental payments.

59 FRANCE.
All unit titled buildings of this size are required by law
Sales, marketing and development are coordinated by

to have a Body Corporate. The members of the Body

Urban Collective for the vendor 59 France Limited.

Corporate are the building owners, who choose a
committee to oversee the affairs of the building, with the

Designed

and

developed

by

locals,

for

locals…

assistance of a professional Body Corporate Manager.

our developments appeal to owner-occupiers, and we
will not be targeting offshore absentee investors.

To secure your apartment, you will need to complete a

59 France will appeal to home owners, who appreciate

Sale and Purchase agreement and pay an initial $5,000

that a well run complex offers an attractive lifestyle

holding deposit. The balance to bring the deposit up to

with lower outgoings than most standalone suburban

10% of the purchase price is payable at the conclusion

properties. The result will be reflected in increasing

of a 14 day “cooling off” period.

and sustained asset values with efficient on-going
running costs.

Your deposit is held in the trust account of the vendor’s
solicitor, and earns interest during the construction

59 France will consist of approximately 50 one bedroom

period. The developer or the solicitor cannot use or

apartments, 50 two bedroom apartments, 5 three

access your deposit.

bedroom apartments and 4 commercial or retail spaces.
The remaining 90% balance of the purchase price
The apartments range in size from 46m² to 190m²,

is payable at settlement time, when the building

plus decks. A flexible construction grid allows us to tailor

is

the mix of sizes as sales progress.

and Code Compliance.

Carparks are available to purchase separately, along with

Further items available on request:

finished

and

has

Title,

Practical

Completion

optional storage lockers, and air conditioning.
- Rental appraisal
Construction is due for completion in October 2020.
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- Sale and Purchase agreement
The building will be designed and built to the latest New

(includes Specifications, Unit Title and Apartment

Zealand Building Code (at the time of construction),

floor plans, Body Corporate draft rules and budget)

and will have an A+ grade seismic rating, exceeding
100% of NBS.

THE
DEVELOPER

Urban Collective are a team of experienced multi award-winning developers who
have made a philosophical decision to focus on building freehold high-end and
boutique residential developments.
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Urban Collective was established to fill a gap in the market for attainable luxury,
with bespoke architecture, sophisticated interiors and distinctive design.
As developers we recognise the importance of creating buildings that endure,
by using the best materials and methods available and investing in an architectural
and design strategy based on quality, durability and honesty.
For more information and to view other projects visit urbancollective.co.nz

THE CITIZEN
The

Citizen

features

93

highly

appointed apartments, with timeless
architectural craftsmanship.

RECENT
PROJECTS

THE DYLAN
Sitting proudly on the Grey Lynn ridge, the Dylan
is a boutique complex of only 24 apartments,
featuring a contemporary interpretation of 1960’s
Scandinavian modernism.

PAU L B R O W N A R C H I T E C T S
Paul Brown & Architects is a practice where great pride is taken in providing the best
possible architecture for multi unit residential development. We have a strong company
ethos of ensuring everything we do is built to the highest possible standards and are
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concerned with achieving great outcomes from the first sketch to the final occupation.
Great architecture is the product of an involvement in the process from start to finish and
is not possible without the complete commitment of all parties involved.
Urban Collective are developers who share our vision to deliver outstanding apartments.
Their attention to detail and focus on quality have provided the inspiration to create
what will become a landmark in Auckland in the years to come.
paulbrownarchitects.com

DEVELOPER
S TAT E M E N T
Over 10 years ago the team at Urban Collective identified the site at 59 France
Street as one of the best development sites in Auckland for a high quality,
medium density living solution.
We think this is an ideal location, with proximity to transport links, extensive views
and light to all sides, reinforcing our decision to secure this site.
The surrounding area is undergoing a fierce transformation and is in the middle
of everything that makes Auckland the city we love.
With property pressure and prices in surrounding areas at extremely high levels
and traffic and commuting travel times becoming intolerable, this site puts the
new home owner in the box seat to combat such woes.
We bring a clear and deliberate strategy to this development, which is to hit a
niche price point in the market with efficient spaces through clever design.
We love designing and bringing edgy and exciting living solutions to the market,
and we strive to make these as affordable and sensible as possible.
Simply put, we are incredibly excited about this location and more
importantly the stunning building we have designed to set the benchmark for
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apartment development.
The area comes from a blue-collar warehouse and workshop background.
In homage to this, the lower floors are designed in beautiful distressed brick
with gorgeous pilasters and black steel portals defining the openings, with bold
joinery set within. Two modern forms sit graciously on top, a black modernist
shuttered vertical element to crown the corner and an irregular concrete and
aluminium panelled structure to meet the city’s skyline.

The activation to the street has been carefully

External living areas have been carefully considered,

thought out, but we think the pictures speak

providing large private deck space to apartments

for themselves!

that afford a more northern aspect, while other
apartments have decks reduced in favour of

Moving inside, deliberate attention has been

larger apartments that we can price attractively.

focused on the structural design. A 200mm steel-

A massive north facing common wonder garden

reinforced concrete precast, acts as the vertical

will be yours to enjoy.
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load, with a sheer wall structure that has horizontal
bracing walls spanning perpendicular via the

We deliberately target home owners and not

hallways. This format of structure extends through

investors, so our buildings are of the highest spec

the basement to the ground beams eliminating

and diverse, to deliver the individual spacial and

any transfer floors and provides excellent efficiency,

ergonomic requirements. This is a living solution

as there is no need for beams or columns.

for the 30’s professional to the baby boomers and a
diverse ownership base would be our ideal.

Facilitation of the Urban Collective design ethos
of exposing structure and services can then

We are extremely excited to bring this building to

be achieved in a tidy and architectural format.

the market, and view it as one of the best medium-

The warehouse brief lives on with a timeless and

density residential apartment developments we

distinctive interior solution that is simply cool and

have seen to date.

modern. Once again, we think the pictures sum this
aesthetic up beautifully.

The Team at Urban Collective.

For all sales enquiries please contact the developers directly:
URBAN COLLECTIVE
www.urbancollective.co.nz
SALES - STEVE GROVES
P 0800 217 838 E steve@urbancollective.co.nz
Showroom
286 Ponsonby Road
Ponsonby, Auckland
Check website for showroom times 59france.co.nz
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DISCLAIMER
This brochure contains preliminary marketing information, prepared prior to the commencement of construction and its accuracy
or completeness is not guaranteed. The developers reserve the right to make changes at any time to the product described in this
material, without notice or obligation. All details should be rechecked carefully with the developers as construction proceeds and
up to date information becomes available, and in particular before entering into a sale and purchase agreement. Whilst every
reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this material correctly illustrates the development
proposed at the time of printing, no responsibility will be taken for any differences that may become apparent on or prior to
completion of the development, or for inaccuracies, errors or omissions. Furnishings and pendant lights shown are the developer’s
view of how an apartment could be furnished, but individual tastes will vary. School zones are correct at the time of writing,
but are subject to occasional review. This brochure is intended as a guide only and does not constitute an offer or contract.
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